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I. INTRODUCTION 
Frostman [l] has constructed a Blaschke product B such that, correspond- 
ing to each point on the unit circle C - {z : [ x ( = I>, there is a subproduct 
of B which does not have a radial limit of modulus one at that point. The 
existence of such a Blaschke product is noteworthy since, by a well-known 
theorem of Riesz [2], a Blaschke product has radial limits of modulus one 
almost everywhere. This paper is chiefly concerned with strengthening 
Frostman’s result. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
A sequence (perhaps finite) of complex numbers {a,} satisfying the con- 
ditions 0 < 1 a, 1 < 1 (n = 1, 2, ***) and E (1 - I a, I) < 00 is called a 
Bluschke sequence. Throughout this paper, let 
b(z; u) = 1 a / (u - 2+z(l - czz). 
With each Blaschke sequence A = {a,}, there is associated a Blaschke product 
which, as is well known, is a holomorphic function mapping the open unit 
disk D = {z : ( z ( < l} into itself. (See [3, pp. 272-2851.) Finally, if {a,} 
is a Blaschke sequence and {u,,} is a subsequence (perhaps finite) of {u,}, 
then B(z; {u,~}) is called a s&product of B(z; {a,}). 
* This paper is essentially Chapter II of a doctoral dissertation written at the 
University of Michigan under the direction of Professor G. Piranian; the author 
was a Rackham Predoctoral Fellow at the time. 
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III. UNIVERSAL BLASCHKE PRODUCTS 
Next, let us introduce a unifying concept, which was proposed to the author 
by G. Piranian. 
DEFINITIOP;. Let P be a possible property of a Blaschke product at a point 
of the unit circle C, and let E be a class of subsets of C. Then a Blaschke 
product B is a universal Blaschke product relative to E and P provided that, 
corresponding to each set F in E, there is a subproduct of B which has the 
property P at each point of F. 
It should be remarked that Heins [4] has used the term “universal Blaschke 
product” in a different sense. 
Using Piranian’s terminology, we see that Frostman has constructed a 
universal Blaschke product relative to the class of all those subsets of C 
which consist of a single point and the property of not having a radial limit 
of modulus one. In Section V (Theorem 1) a Blaschke product is constructed 
which is universal relative to the class of all countable subsets of C and the 
property of not having a radial limit; and in Theorem 2 we give a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a Blaschke product to be universal in that sense. 
In Section VI it is pointed out that one can establish certain stronger results. 
The concept of a “universal Blaschke product” suggests many prohlems. 
Let it suffice here to point out that not all results in this connection are of a 
positive character. For example, given any countable subset of C, one can 
construct a Blaschke product whose radial limit is zero at each point of the 
set. Nevertheless, by using the fact that 
one can easily prove that there does not exist a universal Blaschke product 
relative to the class of all subsets of C consisting of a single point and the property 
of having a radial limit which is zero. 
IV. IDEA BEHIND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In order to construct a universal Blaschke product relative to the class 
of countable subsets of C and the property of not having a radial limit, we 
first consider the image under the mappingDb(z; a,) of a radius terminating 
at the point e ‘@ Each factor b(z; a,) is a conformal mapping which carries . 
the given radius onto a circular arc, orthogonal to C, starting at 1 a,, 1, and 
terminating at b(e”@; a,). If 0 < arg a, < 0 + TT, the image is in the upper 
half-plane; if 0 - x < arg a, < 0, the image is in the lower half-plane; 
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otherwise, it falls on the real axis. Hence, if we interpret “multiplication” 
in the obvious way, the image of a radius under the mapping B(z; {a,}) 
can be thought of as the “product” of a certain sequence of circular arcs. 
Now, suppose that {a,} is a Blaschke sequence for which 
0 < arg a, < 0 + 77 (n = 1, 2, ***). 
Then the image of the radius terminating at eiO under the mapping B(z; {a,}) 
is the “product” of a sequence of circular arcs which are all located in the 
upper half-plane. Moreover, since each circular arc is orthogonal to C, 
arg b(reiB; a,) is a monotone increasing function of r(0 I r I 1). (Whenever 
we speak of the argument of a function in this paper, we mean a continuous 
branch of the argument.) Consequently, we conclude that the radial image 
under B(z; {a,}) starts at the point l’Intr 1 a, ( and winds counterclockwise 
about the origin, Under certain conditions, the radial image will wind 
about the origin an infinite number of times. Such an infinite winding will be 
the key tool in the construction of the universal Blaschke product. 
CONVENTION. If 0 and @ are two angles, then let 1 0 - @ 1 denote the 
length of the shorter one of the two arcs on C joining eie and eicp. 
For 1 0 - 0 1, we write 1 0 I. 
DEFINITION. If {a,> is a Blaschke sequence, then let U(0) = U(0; {a,}) 
denote the subsequence of {a,} which consists of all a, satisfying the con- 
dition 0 < arg a, I 0 + 7712. 
Let us now outline the construction of the universal Blaschke product. 
Step I. We construct a Blaschke sequence {a,} such that 
for all 0. 
2, (1 - I a, l>/l @ - arg 4 I = 03 (4-l) 
Step 2. We prove that if (4.1) holds for a particular value of 0, say O,, 
then B(z; U(0,)) carries the radius terminating at eiBl onto a curve which 
winds counterclockwise about the origin an infinite number of times. 
Step 3. We prove: If (4.1) holds for 0 = O,, then there is a simple closed 
curve S,, which lies in D, except at eiBl where it is tangent to C, with the 
following property: Let H1 be the subsequence of U(0,) consisting of all a, 
inside or on the curve S,. Then 
20 -l%l)/l@l--rganI =m; 
HI 
and, by Step 2, B(x; HJ carries the radius terminating at et’1 onto a curve 
which winds about the origin an infinite number of times. 
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Step 4. The radial image in Step 3 might spiral into the origin, that is, 
lim,,, B(reiol; HI) might be zero. But we want to destroy the radial limit; 
so we select a subsequence TI of HI such that B(x; T,) carries the radius onto 
a curve which winds about the origin infinitely often, but which does not 
spiral into the origin. 
Step 5. Next, we show that including all (or some) of the a, outside of S, 
does not undo the “damage” wrought at eiel in Steps 2 through 4. 
Step 6. We start with the Blaschke product constructed in Step 1. 
Let {eiBn} be any countable subset of C. We select disjoint curves S,, S,, *a* 
as in Step 3 and subsequences T,, T,, **. as in Step 4; and we let {a,J be the 
subsequence of {a,> formed by combining the subsequences T,, T,, n**. Then 
B(x; {a,,}) does not have a radial limit at any point of {eiOa}. 
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA 1. Let {&} be a monotone nonincreasing sequence of real numbers 
such that 0 < d, < 1 (n = 1,2, **a), X,“=l d, < 00, and X,“=, d, log n = 03. 
Then u sequence (a,} = (ol,ei** } where 01, = 1 - d, (n = 1, 2, a**) can be 
selected such that 
2 d,/l 0 - Qin 1 = 03 (5-l) 
U(0) 
uniformly for all 0. 
PROOF. Let Qb, = (2K + l)rr/2+l (mod 257) for 2%-l I k < 2% (n = 1, 
2, *se), and consider C, (a) k 1 d 1 0 - @, ( where U,(e) is the finite sequence 
consisting of all those ui in U(0) for which 2+l 5 k < 2”. Clearly 
Moreover, it is geometrically clear, in view of the choice of Q, that 
2 dJ] @ - QL 1 > r-1 - 2n4 * d,,, * log 2n-3 (n 2 3). 
U,(Q) 
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Inasmuch as {d,} is a monotone sequence, it follows that 
drc log k < dk log 2” < d,,-, . log 2” for 2*-l I k < 2”. 
But 
d,logk =a; 
k=2 
hence 
2” . d,, . log 2n+1 = *. 
?Z=l 
Finally, 
[p . d,, , log 2”+1]/[& .2n-2 . d,, * log 2+3] -+ 4~ as n--too; 
and one concludes that 
diverges uniformly with respect to 0. 
Note. If L(0) denotes the subsequence of {a,} consisting of all a,, such 
that 0 - 7r/2 < arg a, < 0, then Lemma 1 still holds when U(0) is replaced 
by L(0). 
LEMMA 2. Let (a,} = (aflei’ n} be a Blaschke sequence such that 
and 
0 < IpTL 2 0 + 42 (n = 1, 2, *..) 
2 (1 - c$J/\ 0 - Qp, 1 =m, 
?7.=1 
for some fixed 0. Then arg B(re”@; {a,}) f * as r -+ 1. 
PROOF. Let 0 < arg b(ei”; a,) < T for all 7t. We prove first that 
arg b(ei@; a,) = 03. 
Now, 
b(re@; a,) = 
oT, _ rem-@“) 
1 - ra,ei(Q-@n) ’ 
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Therefore b(reio; a,) depends only upon 01, and the relative quantity 0 - CD,. 
For this reason, we consider only the case 0 = 0. Let a = oLei@ (0 < (Y < 1; 
0 < @ I n/2). Then 
b(1; u) = 
(y - e-2@ 
1 _ ae-i@ = 
2iu - (1 $ c?) cos @ + i( 1 - ~9) sin Q, 
1 - 2fx cos CD + c? 
Therefore, 
We must consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that 1 - (11 2 @. We note that cos Q, > 0. Also a < 1, 
and 0 < sin (Q/2) < Q/2; consequently 
(1 - a)“(1 + cos@) 1 + cos @ 
(1 - CX)” + 401 sin2 (D/2) = - 1 + [4a sin2 (D/2)/(1 - II)“] 
1 
> 1 -1. [sin (@/2)/(@/2)j2 > ” 
Hence cos arg b(1; a) < 3, and arg b(1; a) > n/3. 
Case 2. Suppose that 1 - 01 < CD. We recall that cos x 2 1 - (x2/2); 
hence 
c 2( 1 - Lx)” (1 + cos @) r/a = (1 - a)” + 4or sin2 (D/2) 1 
2 {[(I - a)” +‘Ei”,z (@/2)]/2)1/2 
’ {[@” + 14i;4)],2)1/2 
Therefore, if 1 - 01, 2 a,, for infinitely many a,, then 
co 
2 argb(l;a,) =m; 
n=l 
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and if 1 - IX* < @,,, with at most finitely many exceptions, then 
IX * arg 6( 1; a,) > Z * (1 - CX,)/@~ where * indicates that the summation is 
over all a, such that 1 - 01, < 0,. Since Cr=, (1 - N,)/@~ = 00, it follows 
that I;* (1 - CX,J/@~ = 03; and hence E* arg b(l; a,) = *. Again, we con- 
clude that E,“=i arg b( 1; a,) = 03. 
Finally, we want to show that Xr=, arg b(eiQ; a,) = 03 implies that 
arg B(re”@; {a,}) f 03 as r -+ 1. We noted above that arg b(reio; a,) is a 
continuous, monotone function of r for 0 I r < 1. Therefore 
arg B(reie; (4) = $I arg b(@; 4 
is a monotone increasing function of r(0 I r < 1). It now follows, by a 
time-worn argument, that arg B(reie; (a,}) 7 03 as r -+ 1. 
CONVENTION. If S denotes a point set in the plane, then let S[@] denote 
the set obtained by rotating S about the origin through an angle 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let (d,} be a monotone nonincreasing sequence (0 < d,, < 1) 
such that I;,“==, d, < *. Then there exists a simple closed alrve S, tangent to C 
at z = 1, and having no other points outside of D, with the following property: 
Let {a,} = {aneiO* } be any sequence for which d, = 1 - OL, (n = 1, 2, m-s). 
Then Ed,Jl 0 - @, I, extended over all terms fm which a, lies outside the 
curve S[@], converges unifmmly with respect to 0. 
PROOF. By hypothesis, Z;,“=, d,, < m. Hence, by a well-known theorem of 
Dini (see [5, p. 293]), there exists a sequence {&}, where & I 0 and 
d,<&<l, such that ~:,“=,d,/~~<~oo. Let A,={z:lzl=I-dd,; 
] arg z 1 I fl%}. Then the length of the arc A,, approaches zero as 7t approaches 
infinity. Let S be the boundary of the convex hull of lJ,“=, A,. For 
each value 0, the a, which lie outside of S[O] satisfy the condition 
A/l @ - Qi, I < dnlt% and the lemma follows immediately. 
LEMMA 4. Let A = {a,} be a Bluschke sequence. Then 1 B(z; A) - 1 1 < t 
for I z I I I < 1 provided that E:A (1 - I a, I) I ($) (1 - Y) log (1 + t). 
PROOF. Let y(z; a) = b(z; a) - 1, where 0 < 1 a I < 1. Then, for 
I x ) I I < 1, one can easily prove that 
1 y(z; a> I 2 (1 - I a I) (1 + T) (1 - W. 
8 
Hence, 
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I B(z; A) - 1 I = 1 q [1 + Y(Zi %)I - I/ 
I I-I u + I Y(Xi a,) II - 1 
A 
I n Cl + (1 - I % I) (1 f 4 (1 
A 
< exp [z (1 - I a, I) (1 + 4 (1 
A 
and the lemma follows at once. 
- 
- r)-1-j - 1 
r)-l 
I 
- 1, 
LEMMA 5. Let {a,> = (anei@a} be a Blaschke sequence such that 
x,“=, (1 - R,)/j 0 - @, j = 00 f or some $xed O( 1 0 - @, 1 # 0; n = 1, 2, 
**e). Then there is a subsequence {u,~} for which 
k=l 
and, moreover, 
lim+;up / B(rei@ ; {a,,>) / = 1. 
PROOF. It suffices to consider the case where 0 = 0. If N is a positive 
integer, then let s(N) be the smallest integer such that C (1 - CX,)/I @, ( > 1, 
the summation being taken over all n such that N < n < s(N). Select a 
sequence {c,} such that 0 < c, < 1 (n = 1,2, se*) and 17rz1 c, > 0 (for 
example, let c, = 1 - 2-9. We now define a monotone increasing sequence 
of positive integers {N,)and a monotone increasing sequence of real numbers 
{Ye>, where 0 < Y, < 1 (n = 1, 2, p+.). F or each positive integer N, let P(N) 
denote the finite sequence consisting of those a,, for which N < n < s(N). 
For the sake of simplicity, set P(N,) = Pk once N* has been defined for a 
fixed integer k. 
Let Nr = 1. Since B(z; PI) is a finite Blaschke product, 1 B(Y; PI) I-+ 1 
as Y + 1. Consequently, we can choose r,(O < rr < 1) so that 1 B(Y; PI) 1 2 c1 
forr,Ir < 1. 
Given t > 0, there exists, by Lemma 4, an integer nt such that 
a+?72 
b(Z;a,)---l <t 
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for all n > n, (m = 1,2, se+) and 1 z 1 < ri. Consequently, there exists an 
integer Ns, where Ns > s(N,), such that 1 B(r; P(Na)) 1 > c2 for 0 ~5 r < 11. 
(Let t = (1 - c,)/2 and Ns > nt.) 
Let PI v Pz denote the sequence formed by combining the sequences PI 
and Pz. (If PI = (a,, a2} and P2 = (u4, u6}, then P, u Pz = {al, u2, u4, a5} 
even if a2 = al.) Choose r2(r1 < ra < 1) in such a way that 
/B(r;P,UP,)I>c, for r,Ir<l. 
Next, select an integer Na such that 1 B(r; P(N,) 1 2 c3 for 0 5 Y < ra. 
By induction, define {rn) and (N,,} so that 1 B(r; P,) 1 2 c, for 0 I Y 5 
r,-, (n > l), and 
IB(r;21Pk)/>~n for r,IrIl(n>l). 
Then we observe that 
I W,; PJ I 2 ~1, I B(r,; PJ I 2 ~2, ‘s.7 IB(r,;P,)I >ck, “‘. 
Consequently 
Likewise, 
I B(r,; Pl u P2) I 2 ~2, I B(r,; P3) I 2 ~3, I B(r2; P4) I 2 cg, *a., 
I BP,; P,J I 2 c 
and therefore 
IP b+4 I 
In general, 
lBb,sl,p4 I 
and therefore 
~B(rn;$lpk) I+1 
‘k, “‘3 
2 fif,. 
k=2 
2 I7 Ck, 
k=n 
as fz+m, 
Clearly the subsequence lJ,“=, Pk has the desired properties named in the 
theorem. 
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In order to prove the next lemma, it is expedient to use the following 
result (see [3, p. 297]), which is due to Frostman [I]. 
THEOREM (Frostman). I f  {a,} is a Blaschke sequence such that 
2 (1 - I a, I)/1 eiO - a, I <a 
?l=l 
for some Jixed 0, then B(z; {a,}) and all its subproducts have radial limits of 
modulus one at eio. The converse also holds. 
LEMMA 6. Let H be a point set in the (open) upper half of D, and let 
{a,} = {oLnei’m } be a Blaschke sequence such that, for some fixed 0, 
2 (1 - or,)/1 0 - @, I = m, 
a,~H[@l 
and 
Then 
lim:tup I B(reiQ; {a, : a, E H[O]}) 1 = 1, 
x (1 - a,)/\ eiB - a, 1 < 00. 
a&W@1 
iii arg B(reio; {a,>) = 03, and limrtup / B(re$@; {a,}) 1 = 1. 
PROOF. It suffices to consider the case where 0 = 0. Since C,“=, arg b(r ; a,) 
is absolutely convergent for Y < 1, 
liiy arg B(r; {an}) = li? 2 arg b(r; a,) + I:?, 2 arg b(r; a,). 
U,EH a&H 
Using Lemma 2 (slightly altered) and Frostman’s theorem, we see at once 
that lim,,, arg B(r; {4> = 03. Also, by Frostman’s theorem, 
Fi I W; ia, : a, $ H}) / = 1; 
hence lirnrtup I B(Y; (a,>) I = 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let {a,} = {aneiOn} be a Blaschke sequence such that 
1 0 - cop, 1 # 0 (n = 1, 2, a**). Then X,“l (1 - (yn)/ I 0 - !Dn I and 
I;,“,, (1 - CY,)/] eiQ - a, I converge or diverge together. 
PROOF. The argument is straightforward and makes use of well-known 
techniques. We omit the details. 
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THEOREM 1. Let {d,} b e a monotone nonincreasing sequence of real numbers 
satisfying the conditions 0 < d,, < 1 (n = 1, 2, a**), Ez=r (E, < ~0, and 
EC,“==, d, log n = 00. Then a Bluschhe sequence (a,> where 1 a, ( = 1 - d, 
can be chosen with the following property: Corresponding to each countable 
point set (eiBb} on C, there is a subproduct of B(x; {a,}) which does not have a 
radial limit at any point of {eiok}. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 1, select {a,) = {aneiOn} in such a way that 
o(, = 1 - d, (n = 1,2, **a) and (5.1) holds for all 0. 
Let {e’s,} be any countable subset of C. We seek a subsequence {u,~} of 
{a,) such that B(z; (anmj) fails to have a radial limit at ei@k (R = 1, 2, ***). 
By construction, 
Let S, = S[O,] be the simple closed curve described in Lemma 3, and 
let Nk be any circular neighborhood of eiBk. 
CONVENTION. If S is a simple closed curve, then let 1 S 1 be the set of all 
points inside or on S. 
Select rk (0 < rk < 1) so close to 1 that the set 
is contained in the set Nk. Let HI, be the subsequence of U(0,) contained 
in C,. 
By construction, 
and hence, by Lemma 7, 
Moreover, since {z : ] z I < rt} contains only a finite number of the a,, the 
set C, contains all but a finite number of the a, in ) S, 1. Consequently 
By a similar argument, 
I: 4/l 0, - @n I = m. 
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Next, using Lemma 5 (applied to the Blaschke sequence H,), we select a 
subsequence of H,, say T,, such that 
and 
lirnrtup 1 B(reiok; T,) 1 = 1. 
It is now clear how one would proceed inductively. Let Nr be an arbitrary 
neighborhood of eiQr, and determine the set C, and the subsequence TX 
as above. Suppose that pairwise disjoint sets C,, C,, me., C,-, and subsequences 
T,, T,, *a*, T,-, {with the appropriate properties) have been constructed. 
Inasmuch as lJzLl C, is a closed set which does not contain ei@n, we can 
find a neighborhood N, of e ‘@n which does not meet ULzl C,. Construct 
S,, C,, and T, as above. 
Let {u,~} be the subsequence of {a,} formed by combining the subse- 
quences T,, T,, a... By construction, 
hence, a fortiori, 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 6. 
REMARK. In Theorem 1, we must assume that E,“s d,, log 71 = 03. This 
is shown by the following theorem, due to Frostman [l]. 
THEOREM (Frostman). 
ZL (1 - I Q, I) log n < 
Let {a,,} be a Blaschke sequence such that 
03. Then there is a set Q of linear measure 271 on C 
such that for each eiB in Q, B(z;; {a,}) and all its subproducts have radial 
limits of modulus one at eiQ. 
THEOREM 2. Let {a,} = {ol~ei’~~} be a Blaschke sequence. Then B(x; {a,}) 
is a universal Blaschke product relative to the class of countable subsets of C and 
the property of not having a radial limit, {f and only if 
g (1 - 1 alE I)/ eiB - a, 1 = 03 
for all 0. 
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PROOF. Necessity. If (5.2) holds for some O,, then, by the theorem of 
Frostman used in connection with Lemma 6, B(z; {a,}) and all its sub- 
products have radial limits of modulus one at eioo. 
Sufic&ncy. Suppose that the condition given in Theorem 2 holds for 
all 0, and let {eiok} be a countable subset of C. One of two cases will arise 
at eiok. 
Case 1. The radius terminating at e % contains at most a$nite number of a,. 
If this case occurs, then it follows by Lemma 7 that either 
2 (1 - %)/I @k - @n I = O3 
UC@,) 
or the relation holds when U(0,) is replaced by L(0,). 
Case 2. The radius terminating at e i0k contains an infinite number of a,. 
Before we start the construction of the subproduct, let us observe that 
and, consequently, that 
b(z; a,) = b(a; &), 
B(z; {a,}) = B(f; {a;l}). 
In particular, for real r, 
Upon interpreting this geometrically, it becomes clear that Lemma 2 has a 
symmetric counterpart. Likewise, Lemma 6 has its counterpart. 
Now let us select the subsequence {u,~}. First, select the curve S, and 
the set C, (K = 1,2, *a*) just as in the proof of Theorem 1. Either Case 1 or 
Case 2 occurs at the point ei% 
In the event of Case 1, we know that C, (1 - a,)// 0, - @, 1 = ~0 when 
the summation is over U(0,) (or L(Q). Let Hk be the subsequence of 
WU (or Wk)) contained in C,. Using Lemma 5, select a subsequence of 
H,, say TIC, as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
In the event of Case 2, let Hk: be the subsequence of {a,} which is in C, 
and on the radius terminating at et* a. Select a subsequence Tk of Hk such 
that lim supI,i 1 B(re”’ k; Tk) 1 = 1. The proof that such a subsequence 
can be selected is implicitly contained in the proof of Lemma 5. Let {Us,> 
be the subsequence of {a,> formed by combining the subsequences T,, T,, *-. 
Then the sufficiency part of the theorem follows at once by Lemma 6 and 
some slight modifications thereof. 
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VI. A STRONGER RESULT 
It is natural to ask whether or not Theorem 1 can be improved upon. 
In view of Riesz’s theorem, the most that one could hope to do in this direc- 
tion would be to construct a universal Blaschke product relative to the class 
of all sets of linear measure zero on C and the property of not having a 
radial limit. Whether this can be done or not is still an open question, In a 
correspondence with the author, P. Erdiis has conjectured that such a 
universal Blaschke product does not exist. However, by using techniques 
which are more sophisticated than those used in connection with Theorem 1, 
one can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Corresponding to each number 01 > elJ* there is a Blaschke 
product with the following property: Let {A,} be any sequence of arcs on C such 
that, for each n, the length of A, does not exceed 
1 
- (n a’s). 
a 
r) 
a 
01 
a 
Then there is a subproduct of the Blaschke product which does not have a radial 
limit at any point of the set lim SUP~+~ A,. 
REMARKS. For a fixed 01, let E, be the family of sets lim sup A,, described 
in the theorem. Then, corresponding to each countable set G, there is a set G’ 
in E, which contains G. Moreover, E, contains many uncountable subsets of C 
(for example, certain generalized Cantor sets). The proof of Theorem 3 is too 
long and technical to warrant presenting. In connection with the condition 
on 01, see [5, p. 108, ex. 231. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
A few concluding remarks seem to be in order. 
First of all, it should be pointed out that the theorems of this paper are 
essentially true for the family of functions of the form 
P(z) = exp [ 3 b, * zg] 
n-1 
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where b, > 0, E b, < ~0, and CD, is real. In this connection, it is profitable 
to think of (1 - b,) e “* as a pseudozero of P(Z) corresponding to the zero a, 
of the Blaschke product B(x; {a,}). 
Secondly, we have not discussed the question of control off the countable 
point set. In general (for Blaschke products) it is not possible to destroy 
radial limits on a countable point set and have radial limits exist everywhere 
on its complement. In fact, if the countable point set is not nowhere-dense, 
one losses control on the complement. This can be proved directly. It also 
follows fairly easily from the following theorem (see [6, p. 10701): 
THEOREM (Bagemihl and Seidel). Let B(z; {a,}) be any Blaschke product 
whose zeros {a,} have every point of some arc A as a limit point. Then 
the radial cluster set C,(B; eiQ) is equal to {z : [ z 1 _< I} on a residual set 
in A. 
On the other hand, zf the countable point set has at most a countable number 
of accumulation points, then the construction in Theorem 1 can be modified so 
that radial limits of modulus one exist everywhere on the complement. There 
are good reasons for suspecting that a necessary and sufficient condition for 
control on the complement of a countable set is that the set be scattered, that 
is, that it contain no subset which is dense in itself. 
Finally, there is a connection between universal Blaschke products and a 
question dealing with the lengths of the curves onto which the radii of D are 
mapped. Rudin [7] has shown that there exists a Blaschke product which has 
infinite radial variation almost everywhere. It is still an open question whether 
or not a Blaschke product exists which has infinite radial variation everywhere. 
However, one can prove that if such a Blaschke product exists, it is a universal 
Blaschke product relative to the countable subsets of C and the property of not 
having a radial limit (the converse is false). One proves this by first strengthen- 
ing Frostman’s theorem to read: If {a,} is a Blaschke sequence such that (5.2) 
holds for some 0, then B(z; {a,}) maps the radius terminating at eiO onto a 
curve ofjnite length. (See [8].) Th e result then follows at once from Theo- 
rem 2. 
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